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Port Talbot Steelworks: All That Is Solid Melts Into Air  | Glyn Owen | “It is necessary for us to travel more, so as to develop liaisons 
and contacts in and outside of the Situationist International.  It would be good, for example, to encounter people 

in Battipaglia or Port Talbot”. (Debord, 1969). 
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A South Wales Travelogue 
1 Horizons | Christine Williams  2 Hidden Folds | Cath Dawson  3 The Commons | Gigi Jones  

4 The Tower | Sian Vinna Bevan  5 Steelworks Panorama | Glyn Owen 
 

 

Landscape provides a refracting prism through which personal and social visions           
interweave to engage a rich poetics of place: 
 
From the romantic beckoning of the Brecon Beacons, a picturesque retreat to waterfalls or              
coast, the barren moorland above Merthyr Tydfil, the Valleys between Industry and the future,              
the search for a sentience of being across the Bladerunner sublime of Port Talbot:  
 
A South Wales travelogue emerges as the artist surveys and moves through the landscape,              
engaging shifting views and perspectives, points of focus, and narratives of place. 
 

 

1 Horizons | Christine Williams 
 

 
Following a traverse from the Black      
Mountains in the east to Mynydd Epynt in the         
west, the artist's eye surveys the interlocking       
range of mountains that sweeps across the       
entire landscape.  
 
Demarcating Mid and South Wales, a natural       
rugged frontier, bounding the industrial     
Valleys that lie to the south.  
 
A region of remoteness, adventure and      
retreat; worthy of the romantic spirit,      
mythological transcendence, and   
revolutionary biding? A place in which to live,        
to dream, to build?  
 
 

2 Hidden Folds | Cath Dawson 
 

 
 
Travelling to the edges of our landscape, we        
explore hidden secret folds:  
 
The lure of Sgwd yr Eira, Summerhouse       
Point, or Mewslade Bay: 
 
A human scale, a landscape of recreation in        
which to walk, to sketch, and rediscover the        
self? 
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3 The Commons | Gigi Jones  

 
 
We explore the upper northern reach of the        
Valleys, elevated and barren moorlands;     
endless horizons dissolving in every direction      
above, valleys seeking to enclose and      
capture below.  

 
 
Cairn and standing stone, Roman Road,      
Commons, the ghosts of Iron and Coal; a        
landscape between ancient and modern, a      
liminal space, through which we risk the       
loss/discovery of self. 
 

 
 

A landscape forever turned inside out, now       
freshly black; as new open cast operations       
rework the coal measures and redraw the       
skyline, and EWS trains link Ffos-y-fran,      
Aberthaw and Dax. 

4 The Tower | Sian Vinna Bevan 

 
 
We move from experiments in the traditional       
darkroom to Photoshop, to explore a layered       
imagery of the Coalfield. A landscape of our        
own making as visual play, memory and       
history interweave to produce new narratives      
of place and hope: 
 
The view of houses and Works: a zoom-in to         
frame the the concrete tower that eclipses all:        
and a chance conversation with the man out        
walking his dog: 
 

 
 
Master of all he surveys, the Coke Works        
now scheduled for demolition: Remembering     
his working life in the plant, a fatal fall from          
the top of the tower narrowly escaped:       
Walking proudly away, clenching his carved      
walking stick, his sheep dog running ahead. 
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5 Steelworks Panorama | Glyn Owen  
Port Talbot Steelworks, our photographic     
mission was clear, to enter Bladerunner City:       
Drawn to the flames of the Blast Furnace, the         
incendiary inner sanctum, Vulcan’s secret     
alchemy to see! 
 
“Due to the current sensitivity of negotiations       
over the future of Tata Steel at Port Talbot”,         
the email informed us briefly, “we are       
declining all visit requests from journalists      
and photographers”. Access thus denied, the      
methodology of walking provided our means      
of immersion; deploying multiple visits and      
sorties, our camera reconnaissance, to     
gradually encircle the inscrutable sprawl of      
the Steelworks: 
 

 
 
Walking with the ghosts of William Henry Fox        
Talbot and Deckard: A landscape complex,      
that defies any single all-encompassing fixed      
point of view: All engulfing in scale; a city that          
becomes a steelworks, a steelworks that      
becomes a city: With no visible trace of        
labour? A landscape of constant movement      
by day and by night, through which we        
continuously move. A landscape whose     
operations become more visible, when lit up       
at night. A landscape which insinuates a       
power over us, threatening to consume us,       
whose inner secret is production. 

  

 
 
Apparently immutable and immovable, a     
landscape that may disappear overnight as      
changing economic fortunes prevail? Like     
some half-remembered tale of a town and its        
castle, buried by a deluge of the sand from         
the sea; an actual broken history, that’s been        
lost in the mists of time? So that we may          
envisage a day when the abandoned      
masonry gothic ruins of castle, abbey, watch       
tower, druidic stone circle and church all etch        
themselves into the darkening dusk skyline to       
survey a scene in which all trace of a         
Steelworks is gone: All That is Solid Melts        
Into Air. 
 
Save in our haunted imagination, the flames       
of Vulcan burning bright as we converse with        
the ghost of Deckard of a future beyond the         
Machine; our Cybernetic awakening, yet     
sulphur burns the eyes?  
 
Or else looking out from within the circle of         
standing stones to survey the coastline, the       
druidic vision of an unpolluted sky in which        
the sun sets upon a shimmering mythical city        
of the Digital Future? A Faustian vision in        
which the vaunted Swansea Bay of Naples       
City Region meets Silicon Valley: The Capital       
City of low carbon steel, a Post-Carbon future        
of solar, wind and tidal power? As the        
revolutionizing mode of production realizes a      
Green agenda for creative construction     
beyond the destructive creation of     
Carboniferous Capitalism:  
 
“Where’s the Beach Party?” 
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